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Complete paramodulation strategies are developed for clauses with symbolic constraints
and built-in associativity and commutativity (AC) properties for a subset of the function
symbols. Apart from the reduced search space due to the inherited ordering and uniflca-
tion restrictions of the inferences .(cf. Nieuwenhuis and Rubio, 1995), symbolic constraints
turn out to be especially useful in the context of built-in equational theories E. In every
inference, instead of producing as many conclusions as minimal E-uniflers of two terms s
and t, one single conclusion is generated with an additional E-uniflcation problem s = t
kept in its constraint. In the AC-case developed here (the most extensively studied built-
in theory), the computation of the (doubly exponentially many) AC-uniflers can thus
be completely avoided. These results are also applied here to more e–cient strategies
(sometimes decision procedures) in theories expressed by flnite saturated sets of clauses
and, in particular, to rewriting and Knuth{Bendix completion modulo AC.
c° 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Resolution methods can be applied in the presence of the equality predicate, provided the
equivalence and replacement axioms of equality are added to the set of clauses. However,
it is well-known that a better performance is often achieved by the special equality-
oriented inference rule of paramodulation .(Robinson and Wos, 1969), and its reflne-
ments, like rewriting and Knuth{Bendix completion-based techniques in pure equational
reasoning, and ordered .(Hsiang and Rusinowitch, 1991; Bachmair and Ganzinger, 1994)
and basic paramodulation and superposition (.Nieuwenhuis and Rubio, 1995;
.Bachmair et al., 1995) for general clauses.
These techniques for \building in" the equality predicate apply to any set of clauses,
but again special treatments for some equational subset of the axioms are usually worth-
while. Historically, these special treatments were motivated by the fact that equations
like the commutativity axiom f(x; y) ’ f(y; x) cannot be oriented into a (terminating)
rewrite rule. Although this problem was overcome by the ordered rewriting approach,
there are several other good reasons for having speciflc methods for particular equations.
y A preliminary short version of this work appeared in Proc. CADE’94. Both authors are partially
supported by the Esprit Working Group CCL, Ref. 6028.
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On one hand, some axioms generate many slightly difierent permuted versions of clauses,
and for e–ciency reasons it is often better to treat all these clauses together as a sin-
gle one representing the whole class. On the other hand, special treatments can avoid
non-termination of completion procedures, for example with f(a; b) ’ c in the presence
of associativity and commutativity axioms for f . Also, as observed in .Bachmair (1991),
some equations like the commutativity axiom are more naturally viewed as \structural"
axioms (deflning a congruence relation on terms) rather than as \simpliflers" (defln-
ing a reduction relation). In this way deduction methods can be extended to deal with
congruence classes of terms instead of single terms, i.e. working with a built-in equa-
tional theory E, and performing rewriting and completion with special E-matching and
E-uniflcation algorithms.
The flrst results on rewriting modulo E were given by Lankford and Ballantine (1977)
and extendedE-rewriting was deflned by Peterson and Stickel (1981). Many E-completion
and refutation procedures were developed e.g. in .Lankford and Ballantyne (1977); .Huet
(1980); .Peterson and Stickel (1981); .Jouannaud (1983); .Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986);
.Bachmair and Dershowitz (1987); .Bachmair (1991); .Paul (1992); .Rusinowitch and Vi-
gneron (1993), some of them for speciflc sets E and others for wider classes of sets.
Most of the attention has always been devoted to the case where E consists of axioms
of associativity (A) and commutativity (C), which occur very frequently in practical
equational (or clausal) speciflcations, and are well-suited for being built in due to their
permutative nature. In such methods, (equational) paramodulation modulo AC is de-
flned:
s0 ’ t0 s ’ t
(s[t0]p ’ t)¾ 8¾ 2 cUAC(sjp; s
0)
i.e. one conclusion is added for each ¾ in cUAC(sjp; s0), a minimal complete set of AC-
uniflers of sjp and s0. This has motivated a huge amount of research on computing
complete sets of AC-uniflers (e.g. .Stickel, 1981; .Fages, 1987; .Fortenbacher, 1987; .Bu˜rckert
et al., 1988; .Kirchner, 1989; .Lincoln and Christian, 1989; .Boudet et al., 1990; .Domenjoud,
1992a; .Kapur and Narendran, 1992b; see .Baader and Siekmann, 1993 for a recent survey
on (AC-)uniflcation). One drawback is the complexity of AC-uniflcation: there may be
doubly exponentially many AC-uniflers for two terms .(Domenjoud, 1992b), and therefore
as many conclusions in an inference; e.g. a minimal complete set for x + x + x and
y1 + y2 + y3 + y4 contains more than a million uniflers.
In this paper we overcome these drawbacks by working with clauses with symbolic
constraints .(Kirchner et al., 1990; Nieuwenhuis and Rubio, 1992; Rubio, 1994; Nieuwen-
huis and Rubio, 1995). A constrained clause C[[T ]] is a shorthand for the set of ground
instances of the clause part C satisfying the constraint T . In a constrained equation
f(x) ’ a[[x = g(y) ]], the equality ‘=’ of the constraint is usually interpreted in T (F)
(syntactic equality), or in some quotient algebra T (F)=·E where E is an equational the-
ory. The methods in .Kirchner et al. (1990) required to propagate parts of the constraints
to the clause. For example, if ‘=’ is syntactic equality, by such a propagation step the
previous equation can be replaced by the logically equivalent one f(g(y)) ’ a[[ true ]].
Avoiding propagation is essential for exploiting the constraints. By doing so for (syn-
tactic) equality constrained clauses, in .Nieuwenhuis and Rubio (1992) the completeness
of basic superposition was proved (independently also in .Bachmair et al. (1992)), and
by adding ordering constraints the search space was further reduced by inheriting the
ordering restrictions of the inference rules .(Nieuwenhuis and Rubio, 1995). Constrained
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(equational) superposition can be expressed like:
s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] s ’ t[[T ]]
s[t0]p ’ t[[T 0 ^ T ^ s0 ´ t0 ^ s ´ t ^ sjp = s0 ]] where sjp =2 Vars(s):
This provides an elegant and powerful representation for ordered inference rules, where
information from the meta-level (the ordering and uniflability restrictions) is kept and
inherited to restrict future inferences: clauses with unsatisflable constraints are tautolo-
gies, hence redundant (see .Nieuwenhuis and Rubio (1995) and .Rubio (1994) for complete
developments of this framework). These inference rules are basic (i.e. no inferences are
needed on subterms introduced by the uniflers of previous inferences) because the ac-
cumulated uniflcation problems are kept in the equality constraints (no propagation is
needed) and future superpositions can take place only on non-variable subterms of the
clause part.
Such symbolic constraints turn out to be especially interesting when working modulo
equational theories. Here we prove the refutation completeness of a superposition-based
inference system, where each inference has one single conclusion with an additional
equality s = t in its constraint, instead of one conclusion for each minimal AC-unifler
of s and t. This also eliminates the need of computing AC-uniflers in AC-deduction
(or completion) methods. A clause C with an AC-equality constraint T of the form
s1 = t1 ^ : : : ^ sn = tn can be proved to be redundant by means of e–cient incomplete
methods detecting cases of unsatisflability of T . Only if C is the empty clause one has to
decide the AC-uniflability of T .(which is NP-complete, cf. Kapur and Narendran, 1992a)
in order to know whether an inconsistency has been derived or not.
In our completeness proofs we apply an essential ingredient which we gave for this pur-
pose in .Rubio and Nieuwenhuis (1995): an AC-compatible simpliflcation ordering that
is total (up to AC-equality) on ground terms. This AC-RPO ordering is also deflned
on terms with variables, which makes it applicable in practice for checking the|non-
ground|ordering restrictions (the flrst and only|as far as we know|other such order-
ing of .Narendran and Rusinowitch (1991) is deflned only on ground terms). This su–ces
for detecting unsatisflable ordering contraints and, hence, redundant clauses. Since the
ordering restrictions are not related to the soundness of our inference rules, an inconsis-
tency is derived when the empty clause is generated even if its ordering constraint (but
not its equality constraint) is unsatisflable. Therefore, the decision procedure of .Comon
et al. (1995) for the satisflability of AC-RPO constraints will be applied in this context
only when one wants to put the maximal efiort in detecting as many redundant clauses
as possible.
The proof techniques applied here are based on the model generation framework with
its abstract redundancy notions for detecting redundant clauses and inferences during
the theorem proving process, deflned by Bachmair and Ganzinger .(1994) (see also .Pais
and Peterson, 1991 for a similar model construction proof technique). These techniques
are adapted here to AC-deduction, similarly to Wertz’s work .(Wertz, 1992), although
he deals with explicit so-called extended clauses, while we simulate them by means of
speciflc AC-inference rules, as in .Rusinowitch and Vigneron (1993). In our opinion, the
new proof technique given here for building in AC is interesting in itself (apart from the
advantages due to the symbolic constraints) because of its simplicity.
The flrst results on (almost basic) constrained deduction modulo AC were reported
by Laurent Vigneron. In a recent version of his work .(Vigneron, 1994), the computation
of AC-uniflers is also avoided (by applying our notion of irreducibility, defln. 4.3), and
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some further reflnements as well as examples by an implementation of these techniques
are given. His proof methods are completely difierent from ours and based on transflnite
semantic trees as in .Rusinowitch and Vigneron (1993). In a comparison of his work with
ours, it turns out that the same reflnements for reducing the number of inferences can be
obtained in both frameworks, but that our version of the model generation method pro-
vides simpler proofs than the semantic tree method. Furthermore, the known extensions
to the model generation method for constrained paramodulation like redex orderings and
variable abstraction .(Bachmair et al., 1995) can also be smoothly incorporated here. Re-
garding simpliflcation and other redundancy methods, the abstract redundancy notions
given here express sharp bounds on the existing concrete redundancy methods (like the
ones given in .Vigneron (1994), which indeed flt into our abstract ones).
2. Basic Notions and Terminology
An equation is a multiset of terms fs; tg, which will be written s ’ t. A flrst-order clause
is a pair of flnite multisets of equations ¡ (the antecedent) and ¢ (the succedent), denoted
by ¡ ! ¢. By (ordering and equality) constraints we mean quantifler-free flrst-order
formulae built over the binary predicate symbols ´ and = relating terms in T (F ;X ),
where = is interpreted as AC-equality, and ´ denotes an AC-compatible simpliflcation
ordering on ground terms that is total on the AC-congruence classes. We say that a
ground substitution ¾ satisfles a constraint T if T¾ is (or evaluates to) true in this sense.
We extend ´ to an ordering on ground equations (in fact, to their occurrences in
clauses) and to clauses, s.t. terms in the antecendent get a slightly higher complexity
than in the succedent. An occurrence of an equation t ’ t0 in an antecendent is (the
two-fold multiset) fft; t0gg, and in a succedent it is fftg; ft0gg. Now the two-fold multiset
extension of ´ is total on (AC-distinct occurrences of) ground equations, and the three-
fold multiset extension of ´ on ¡[¢ is a total ordering on (AC-distinct) ground clauses
¡ ! ¢. We will ambiguously use ´ to denote all these orderings on ground terms,
equations and clauses. An equation e is called maximal in a ground clause C if there is
no equation e0 in C such that e0 ´ e and strictly maximal if there is no e0 with e0 ” e
(i.e. e0 ´ e or e0 =AC e).
An (AC-)interpretation I is a congruence on ground terms (satisfying the AC-axioms
for all AC-operators). It satisfles a ground clause ¡ ! ¢, denoted I j= ¡! ¢, if I 6¶ ¡
or I \ ¢ 6= ;. An interpretation I satisfles (is a model of) a constrained clause C[[T ]],
denoted I j= C[[T ]], if it satisfles every ground instance of C[[T ]], i.e. every C¾ such
that ¾ is ground and T¾ is true. Therefore, clauses with unsatisflable constraints are
tautologies, and C[[T ]] is the empty clause only if C is empty and T is satisflable. I
satisfles a set of clauses S, denoted by I j= S, if it satisfles every clause in S. A clause C
follows from a set of clauses S (denoted by S j= C), if C is satisfled by every model
of S. For dealing with non-equality predicates, atoms A can be expressed by equations
A ’ true where true is a special symbol (minimal in ´).
If C is a ground clause and S is a set of clauses, then we denote by S`C (resp. S„C)
the set of ground instances of clauses in S that are smaller wrt ´ than C (resp. smaller
than or equal to C).
We use the deflnitions of .Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990) for rewriting-related no-
tions. However, to avoid confusion with the arrow! of clauses, we denote ground rewrite
rules (ground equations s ’ t with s ´ t) by s ) t. The congruence generated by a set
of equations (or rewrite rules) E (which is an interpretation) will be denoted by E⁄.
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It is well-known that a term s can be °attened by removing all AC-operators f
that are immediately below another f . For example, if f and g are AC-operators, then
h(f(f(a; a); f(b; g(c; g(d; e))))) is °attened into h(f(a; a; b; g(c; d; e))). We do not use °at-
tening in this paper, except to illustrate the following. The symbols that are not removed
under °attening are in a maximal position: if p is a position in a ground term s, we de-
flne maxpos(s; p) to be p if top(sjp) is not an AC-operator and else maxpos(s; p) is the
maximal preflx p0 of p such that p0 = ‚ or p0 = p00 ¢ n with top(sjp00) 6= top(sjp). Let s
and t be two AC-equal terms, i.e. s =AC t. Then their °attened forms are equal up to
permutation of arguments of AC-operators: a one-to-one correspondance can be estab-
lished in this way between maximal positions in s and in t. We will sometimes speak
about the corresponding position in t of some maximal position in s. Note that if u
and v are subterms at corresponding maximal positions of resp. s and t, then u =AC v.
Moreover, if f(t1; : : : ; tn) is the term resulting from applying °attening only at topmost
position then top-°attening of a term t, denoted tf (t) is ft1; : : : ; tng. For example, if f
is an AC-operator, tf (f(a; f(g(f(f(a; b); c)); f(a; b)))) is fa; g(f(f(a; b); c)); a; bg.
3. Inference Rules
Definition 3.1. The following inference system is called BOAC (for basic, ordering
constrained and AC). It is strict superposition-based, i.e. the ordering constraints OC
added in the superposition rules include s ´ t and s0 ´ t0 and they also encode .(cf.
Nieuwenhuis and Rubio, 1995) maximality wrt ´ of the equations s ’ t and s0 ’ t0
in the premise to which they belong, which becomes strict maximality if they belong to
the succedent. Similarly, in equality resolution OC encodes maximality of s ´ t, and in
factoring s ´ t, s0 ´ t0 and strict maximality of s ´ t.
In the AC rules, where x and x0 are new variables, the term s0 can be restricted to be
headed by the AC-symbol f . This can be expressed in the constraint language and added to
the constraint. The new variable x introduced in an inference by AC-strict superposition
(right or left) is a so-called extension variable for f , i.e. it belongs to a set of fresh
variables Xf that exists for each AC-function symbol f . As usual, AC-top superposition
is only needed if s and s0 are headed by f and share some top-level subterm (not headed
with f) but x and x0 do not (some restrictions implied by this condition can be formulated
in the constraint language).
Of course, the superposition inferences are needed only if sjp is non-variable, and AC-
superposition is needed only if moreover sjp (which has an f as top symbol) is not im-
mediately below another f . Some examples are given at the end of the next section.
1. strict superposition right:
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; s[t0]p ’ t[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp = s0 ]]
2. strict superposition left:
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡; s ’ t! ¢[[T ]]
¡0;¡; s[t0]p ’ t! ¢0;¢[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp = s0 ]]
3. equality resolution:
¡; s ’ t! ¢[[T ]]
¡! ¢[[T ^OC ^ s = t ]]
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4. factoring:
¡! ¢; s0 ’ t0; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡; t ’ t0 ! ¢; s ’ t[[T ^OC ^ s = s0 ]]
5. AC-strict superposition right:
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; s[f(t0; x)]p ’ t[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp = f(s0; x) ]]
6. AC-strict superposition left:
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡; s ’ t! ¢[[T ]]
¡0;¡; s[f(t0; x)]p ’ t! ¢0;¢[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp = f(s0; x) ]]
7. AC-top-superposition:
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; f(t0; x0) ’ f(t; x)[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ f(s0; x0) = f(s; x) ]]
4. Refutation Completeness
Definition 4.1. Let C[[T ]] be a constrained clause and let ¾ be a ground substitution
such that T¾ is true. Then C¾ is called a ground instance with ¾ of C[[T ]].
If moreover C¾ is of the form ¡! ¢; s ’ t where top(s) is an AC symbol f , and s ’ t
is the strictly maximal equation in C¾ with s ´ t, then for every ground term v, the
clause ¡! ¢; f(s; v) ’ f(t; v) is called an extended (ground) instance of C[[T ]] wrt C¾
(with the context v).
Sometimes, to distinguish between extended instances and the usual instances, we will
call the latter non-extended instances.
Similarly, if … is an inference (by BOAC) with premises C1[[T1 ]]; : : : ; Cn[[Tn ]] and
conclusion C[[T ]] and ¾ is a ground substitution satisfying T , then the inference …¾ with
premises C1¾; : : : ; Cn¾ and conclusion D¾ is a ground instance with ¾ of ….
Definition 4.2. If, for a given ground instance C¾ of a clause C, a variable x only
appears in equations x ’ t of the succedent of C with x¾ ´ t¾ then x is called a succedent-
top variable of C¾, denoted x 2 stvars(C; ¾).
Definition 4.3. Let R be a set of ground rewrite rules, let C¾ be a ground instance of
a clause C and let x be a variable in Vars(C). Then x is said to be variable irreducible
in C¾ wrt R if,
1. x¾ is irreducible wrt R, or
2. x 2 stvars(C; ¾) and x¾ is irreducible wrt all rules l! r 2 R s.t. x¾ ’ t¾ ´ l ’ r
for all x ’ t in C, or
3. x 2 Xf for some AC-symbol f and all subterms t of x¾ with top(t) 6= f are irre-
ducible wrt R.
If this property holds for all x in Vars(C) then C¾ is variable irreducible wrt R.
Here Point 2 is based on the irreducibility notion of .Bachmair et al. (1995), and Point 3
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is the crucial trick in our proof for lifting in the AC-case and thus avoiding the compu-
tation of AC-uniflers, cf. Example 4.20. In preliminary versions of our work, in Point 3 x
was required to only occur in C immediately below some AC-symbol f , which is less
restrictive than to be in some Xf . This improvement to our notion of irreducibility
was introduced in .Vigneron (1994). This is interesting since inferences with constrained
clauses with only reducible instances are not needed (see Lemma 4.25), and therefore
having a stronger notion of irreducibility allows one to avoid more inferences.
Definition 4.4. Let R be a set of ground rewrite rules, C[[T ]] a constrained clause, S
a set of constrained clauses and … an inference.
1. The set of variable irreducible (wrt R) ground instances of C[[T ]] is deflned by
IrR(C[[T ]]) = fC¾ j T¾ · true ^ ¾ ground ^ C¾ variable irreducible wrt Rg.
2. Similarly, IrR(S) = fC¾ j C[[T ]] 2 S ^ C¾ 2 IrR(C[[T ]])g.
3. IrR(…) is the set of ground instances …¾ of … such that C¾ 2 IrR(C[[T ]]) for each
C[[T ]] that is premise or conclusion of ….
Now we deflne the set of rewrite rules RS for a set S by induction. Each instance C
may generate a rule depending on the set RC of rules generated by smaller instances:
Definition 4.5. Let S be a set of constrained clauses. Now for each ground extended and
non-extended instance C of a constrained clause in S, we inductively deflne the cases in
which C generates certain ground rewrite rules, in terms of the set RC of rules generated
by instances smaller (wrt ´) than C.
Let ACC denote the set of ground instances s ’ s0 of equations in AC with C ´ s ’ s0
and s and s0 irreducible wrt RC , and let IC denote the interpretation (RC [ACC)⁄.
Let C be a ground clause of the form ¡ ! ¢; s ’ t where s ’ t is strictly maximal
(wrt ´) in C and s ´ t.
1. If C is a (non-extended) instance of a clause in S that is variable irreducible wrt RC
then it generates the set of rules fu) t j u =AC sg if:
(a) IC 6j= C,
(b) IC 6j= t ’ t0, for every s0 ’ t0 in ¢ with s0 =AC s, and
(c) v is irreducible by RC , for all ground terms v with v =AC s.
2. If C is an extended instance of a clause in S wrt some D that has generated some
rule, then for each u with u =AC s and u irreducible by RC , C generates a rule
u) t.
Finallyy, we deflne RS =
S
RC , ACS =
S
ACC and IS = (RS [ACS)⁄.
Note that by construction (and by AC-compatibility of ´), for all rules l) r that are
generated, we have l ´ r.
y To ensure that in this inductive deflnition all irreducible instances of AC are generated, even if there
is some greatest instance C of S (e.g. when all clauses in S are ground), only for this deflnition it is
supposed that the clause ! x ’ x[[ true ]] is in S (note that this clause cannot generate any rule).
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Lemma 4.6. Let S be a set of constrained clauses, and C and D instances of clauses
in S with C ´ D. Then RC ¶ RD, ACC ¶ ACD, and IC ¶ ID.
Proof. The flrst point, RC ¶ RD, holds by deflnition. For ACC ¶ ACD: suppose some
s ’ s0 2 ACD and s ’ s0 =2 ACC . Then there is some instance D0 producing a rule l) r
that reduces s or s0, with s ’ s0 2 ACD0 . But the equation l ’ r is strictly maximal in
D0 with l ´ r and since l ) r reduces s ’ s0, we have s ” l and, by AC-compatibility
and transitivity of ´, s0 ´ r, i.e. s ’ s0 ´ l ’ r. Therefore s ’ s0 ´ D0, which contradicts
s ’ s0 2 ACD0 . From the two previous points IC ¶ ID follows. 2
Lemma 4.7. Let S be a set of constrained clauses.
1. If instances C and D with C ´ D generate resp. l) r and l0 ) r0 then l ´ l0.
2. For all s1 ’ s2 in ACS, the terms s1 and s2 are irreducible wrt RS.
3. For all l) r and l0 ) r0 in RS, if l =AC l0 then r and r0 are the same term.
4. There are no overlaps between left-hand sides of rules of RS.
5. If u =AC v for ground terms u and v, then u is reducible by RS ifi v is.
Proof.
1. By deflnition C ´ D implies l ´ l0 or l =AC l0, but l =AC l0 cannot happen since
the rule l) r has been generated.
2. Let D be ! s1 ’ s2. Then D is irreducible wrt RD and moreover, for all rules
l) r in RS nRD, since s1 =AC s2, l ´ r and l ’ r ” s1 ’ s2 (as l ’ r is maximal in
its clause), we have l ´ s1 and l ´ s2. Therefore, as ´ fulflls the subterm property,
l 6=ACs1jp and l 6=ACs2jp for all positions p.
3. Since l) r and l0 ) r0 are in RS , by construction, there are no other rules l) r00
or l0 ) r00 for any r00. If l) r (or l0 ) r0) is a non-extended rule then, by deflnition,
apart from l ) r, all rules u ) r with u =AC l have been generated and hence r
and r0 must be the same term. Otherwise, if l ) r is an extended rule then r 6= r0
leads to a contradiction. By deflnition, as l0 ) r was not generated, the rule l0 ) r0
was generated before the rule l) r, but as l) r0 was not generated either, it must
be because the rule l ) r was generated before the rule l0 ) r0, which leads to a
contradiction.
4. Let l) r be a rule in RS generated by a (possibly extended) instance D of a clause
in S. Then l is irreducible wrt RD and, by property 1, l0 ´ l for all l0 ) r0 2
RS n (RD [ fl ) rg), and hence (by the subterm property of ´) ljp 6=ACl0 for all
positions p. Therefore there are no overlappings between rules in RS .
5. Let v be reducible by a rule l ) t with l =AC s or l ) f(t; w) with l =AC f(s; w),
generated by a non-extended instance ¡ ! ¢; s ’ t or by an extended (with w)
instance ¡ ! ¢; f(s; w) ’ f(t; w), such that the rule s ) t has been generated.
Therefore vjp = l for some position p.
Let maxpos(v; p) be p1. Then either vjp1 =AC s or vjp1 =AC f(s; w0) for some w0
(note that if p 6= p1 then vjp1 =AC f(vjp; w00) for some w00, where w0 = w00 if the
non-extended rule is considered or w0 = f(w;w00) otherwise). Therefore for the
corresponding maximal position p2 in u, i.e. vjp1 =AC ujp2 = l0, since l0 =AC s
or l0 =AC f(s; w0) and the rule s ) t was generated, either the rule l0 ) t or
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l0 ) f(t; w0) has been generated or l0 is reducible by RS , which implies in any case
that u is reducible by RS . 2
Lemma 4.8. Let S be a set of constrained clauses, and let s and t be ground terms. Then
IS j= s ’ t implies s!⁄RS s0 =ACS t0 ˆ⁄RS t for some s0 and t0.
Proof. If IS j= s ’ t then there is a proof s $⁄RS[ACS t, whose critical peaks can
be overlaps of the form t1 ˆRS t2 !RS t3, or of the form t1 $ACS t2 !RS t3. The
flrst situation cannot happen (by Point 4 of the previous lemma). The other kind of
overlap must be of the form u[l[s1]] $ACS u[l[s2]] !RS u[r] (by Point 2). Since there
is a rule l[s2] ) r, and l[s1] =AC l[s2], the term l[s1] is also reducible by RS (Point
5), and moreover, it must be reducible at its topmost position, because otherwise the
corresponding AC-equal subterm in l[s2] would also be reducible. Now if l[s2] is reducible
by some rule l[s2]) r0, then r0 = r (Point 3). The fact that all overlaps t1 $ACS t2 !RS
t3 can be directly replaced by t1 !RS t3 implies (by induction on the number of such
AC-steps in s$⁄RS[ACS t) that in fact s!⁄RS s0 =ACS t0 ˆ⁄RS t. 2
Lemma 4.9. If ¡¾ ! ¢¾; s¾ ’ t¾ is an instance C of S that generates rules u) t¾ for
all u =AC s¾ then IS ¶ ¡¾ and IS \¢¾ = ;.
Proof. Since C generates rules, IC ¶ ¡¾ and then also IS ¶ ¡¾. It remains to be shown
that IS \¢¾ = ;.
We know IC \¢¾ = ; (since C generates rules) and the rules generated by instances
bigger than C have left-hand sides bigger than u, so they cannot contribute to rewrite
proofs of ¢¾, and the only rules in RS nRC that could be used are the u) t¾, if there
is some equation s0¾ ’ t0¾ in ¢¾ such that s0¾ is one of the u’s and IC j= t¾ ’ t0¾. But
then, by Deflnition 4.5, C cannot generate any rule. 2
Lemma 4.10. Let S be a set of constrained clauses. If a ground instance C¾ of a clause
C[[T ]] in S, with C of the form ¡ ! ¢; s ’ t generates rules u ) t¾ with u =AC s¾
then C¾ is variable irreducible wrt RS.
Proof. We know C¾ is variable irreducible wrt RC¾, since it has generated a rule, so we
only have to show the variable irreducibility of x in Vars(C) wrt rules l) r in RS nRC¾.
Now if s¾ ´ x¾ then no such rule l) r reduces x¾, since l ” s¾ ´ x¾. Otherwise, since
s¾ is the maximal term in C¾, we have x¾ =AC s¾ and only some rule u) t¾ can reduce
x¾. But then x 2 stvars(C; ¾) and u ’ t¾ ” x¾ ’ t0¾ for every x ’ t0 in C, i.e. x is
variable irreducible in C¾ wrt RS . 2
Definition 4.11. Let R be a set of ground rewrite rules.
1. A constrained clause D[[T ]] is redundant wrt R in a set of constrained clauses S if
IrR(S)„C [AC„C [R j= C for all C in IrR(D[[T ]]).
2. An inference … is redundant wrt R in a set S if IrR(S)`C [ AC`C [ R j= D for
all inferences in IrR(…) with maximal premise C and conclusion D.
Definition 4.12. A set of constrained clauses S is saturated if all inferences by BOAC
with premises in S are redundant wrt RS in S.
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Lemma 4.13. Let S be a saturated set of constrained clauses not containing the empty
clause. Then IS j= IrRS (S) [AC.
Proof. We will derive a contradiction from the existence of a minimal (wrt ´) in-
stance C in IrRS (S) [AC such that IS 6j= C.
If C is an instance f(u1; u2) ’ f(u2; u1) of the commutativity axiom f(x; y) ’ f(y; x),
then since C =2 ACS , one of f(u1; u2) and f(u2; u1) is reducible by RS and therefore
both of them, since they are AC-equal (by Lemma 4.7 Point 5). If u1 or u2 is reducible,
e.g. u1 rewrites into some u, then IS 6j= f(u; u2) ’ f(u2; u) which is a smaller instance
than C of AC, contradicting the minimality of C. (Note that this smaller instance really
exists since the AC-axioms do not have constraints.) If u1 and u2 are irreducible, then let
wlog f(u1; u2) be reducible by a rule f(u1; u2)) r in RS . But then, since u1 and u2 are
irreducible, f(u2; u1) must be also reducible at its topmost position by RS . Hence (by
Lemma 4.7 Point 3) there is a rule f(u2; u1)) r in RS , contradicting IS 6j= f(u1; u2) ’
f(u2; u1).
If C is an instance f(f(u1; u2); u3) ’ f(u1; f(u2; u3)) of the associativity axiom,
then since C =2 ACS , as before one of f(f(u1; u2); u3) and f(u1; f(u2; u3)) must be
reducible by RS and therefore both of them, since they are AC-equal. If u1, u2 or u3
is reducible, then a contradiction is obtained as in the previous case for commutativ-
ity. If one of f(f(u1; u2); u3) and f(u1; f(u2; u3)) is reducible at its topmost position
by a rule l ) r generated by the non-extended instance then also the other one is re-
ducible at the topmost position by a rule with the same right-hand side, contradicting
IS 6j= f(f(u1; u2); u3) ’ f(u1; f(u2; u3)).
Otherwise, let the rule reducing f(f(u1; u2); u3) be w ) t¾ with w =AC s¾ or w )
f(t¾; v) with w =AC f(s¾; v), generated by an instance with ¾ (possibly extended with the
context v) of a clause D of the form ¡ ! ¢; s ’ t. Then f(f(u1; u2); u3) =AC f(s¾; v1)
for some v1, where v1 is, respectively, v (topmost reduction with extended rule), or u3
(reduction of f(u1; u2) with non-extended rule), or f(u3; v) (reduction of f(u1; u2) with
extended rule), and f(f(u1; u2); u3) is rewritten into some s1 with s1 =AC`C f(t¾; v1)
(note that IS j= AC`C by minimality of C).
Similarly, let the rule reducing f(u1; f(u2; u3)) be w0 ) t0¾ with w0 =AC s0¾ or w0 )
f(t0¾; v0) with w0 =AC f(s0¾; v0), generated by an instance with ¾ (possibly extended
with the context v0) of a clause D0 of the form ¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0 (we can use the same ¾
since D and D0 do not share variables). Then f(u1; f(u2; u3)) =AC f(s0¾; v2) for some v2,
where v2 is, respectively, v0 (topmost reduction with extended rule), or u1 (non-topmost
reduction with non-extended rule), or f(u1; v0) (non-topmost reduction with extended
rule), and f(u1; f(u2; u3)) is rewritten into some s2 with s2 =AC`C f(t0¾; v2).
A. If tf (v1) 6µ tf (v2) and tf (v2) 6µ tf (v1) then let v01, v02 and v3 be ground terms s.t.
f(t¾; v1) =AC`C f(f(t¾; v01); v3), f(t
0¾; v2) =AC`C f(f(t0¾; v02); v3) and tf (v
0
1) \ tf (v02) =
; (if tf (v1) \ tf (v2) = ; then v1 = v01, v2 = v02 and we do not need v3). Therefore
f(s¾; v01) =AC f(s
0¾; v02).
If s0¾ =AC v02 (and hence s¾ =AC v
0
1) then we have, by minimality of C, IS j=
f(t¾; t0¾) ’ f(t0¾; t¾) and, since s0¾ =AC`C v02 and s¾ =AC`C v01, IS j= f(f(t¾; v01); v3) ’
f(f(t0¾; v02); v3), but then f(f(u1; u2); u3)!RS s1 =AC`C f(f(t¾; v01); v3) and f(u1; f(u2;
u3)) !RS s2 =AC`C f(f(t0¾; v02); v3) contradict IS 6j= C. Otherwise, if s0¾ 6=ACv02 there is
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an inference by AC-top-superposition between D0 and D:
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; f(t0; x0) ’ f(t; x)[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ f(s0; x0) = f(s; x) ]]
whose conclusion D1 has an instance with a ground substitution µ deflned by µ = ¾[fx 7!
v01; x
0 7! v02g (we are supposing wlog Dµ ´ D0µ).
D1µ is variable irreducible wrt RS since D0µ and Dµ are variable irreducible wrt RS
(by Lemma 4.10) and for every variable y 2 Vars(D1), either yµ is irreducible wrt RS or
we have:
1. y 2 stvars(D; µ) or y 2 stvars(D0; µ) in some y ’ ty Then also y 2 stvars(D1; µ) in
the same y ’ ty, and therefore y is variable irreducible in D1µ wrt RS .
2. y 2 Xg for some AC-symbol g in D or D0. Then also y 2 Xg in D1 and therefore it
is variable irreducible in D1µ wrt RS .
3. y is one of the new variables, x or x0 (wlog x). Since tf (v01) \ tf (v02) do not share
any term (and s0¾ 6=ACv02), v01 must be a proper subterm of u for some u =AC s¾
and v02 must be a proper subterm of u
0 for some u0 =AC s0¾, which implies v01 and
v02 irreducibles wrt RS (as the rules s¾ ) t¾ and s0¾ ) t0¾ have been generated).
Therefore y is variable irreducible in D1µ wrt RS .
D1µ is an existing instance smaller than C, and moreover variable irreducible. Since S
is saturated, the inference must be redundant wrt RS , i.e. RS [AC`Dµ [ IrRS (S)`Dµ j=
D1µ, so from the minimality of C (note that C ´ Dµ) we have IS j= D1µ. We know
IS 6j= ¡0¾;¡¾ ! ¢0¾;¢¾, so it must be the case that IS j= f(t0; x0)µ ’ f(t; x)µ, i.e.
IS j= f(t0¾; v02) ’ f(t¾; v01), but then f(f(u1; u2); u3)!RS s1 =AC`C f(f(t¾; v01); v3) and
f(u1; f(u2; u3))!RS s2 =AC`C f(f(t0¾; v02); v3) contradict IS 6j= C.
B. If tf (v1) = tf (v2) then v1 =AC`C v2 and, hence s¾ =AC s0¾. But then, as both s¾ )
t¾ and s0¾ ) t¾ have been generated, we have t¾ =AC t0¾, and therefore s1 =AC`C s2
contradicting the assumption.
C. If tf (v1) ‰ tf (v2) (the case tf (v2) ‰ tf (v1) is symmetrical) then let v02 and v3 be
ground terms s.t. v1 =AC`C v3 and v2 =AC`C f(v02; v3). Therefore s¾ =AC f(s
0¾; v02) and
the following inference by AC-strict superposition right
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; s[f(t0; x)]p0 ’ t[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp0 = f(s0; x) ]]
can be made (with p0 = ‚), and, since all the conditions for its application hold, its
conclusion D1 has an instance with a ground substitution µ deflned by µ = ¾[fx 7! v02g.
D1µ is an existing instance smaller than C, and moreover variable irreducible (as above,
since v02 is a subterm of some u =AC s¾ which implies that it must be irreducible wrt RS).
Since S is saturated, RS[AC`Dµ[IrRS (S)`Dµ j= D1µ, so from the minimality of C (note
that C ´ Dµ) we have IS j= D1µ. We know IS 6j= ¡0¾;¡¾ ! ¢0¾;¢¾, so it must be the
case that IS j= f(t0; x)µ ’ tµ, i.e. IS j= f(t0¾; v02) ’ t¾, but then f(f(u1; u2); u3) !RS
s1 =AC`C f(t¾; v3) and f(u1; f(u2; u3)) !RS s2 =AC`C f(f(t0¾; v02); v3) contradict IS 6j=
C, which completes the proof for the case where C is an instance of associativity.
If C is an instance with ¾ of a clause D[[T ]] in S, then there are several cases to be
analysed, depending on the maximal equation in C:
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1. C has a maximal equation in its succedent.
2. C has a maximal equation s¾ ’ t¾ in its antecedent, with s¾ =AC t¾.
3. C has a maximal equation s¾ ’ t¾ in its antecedent, with s¾ ´ t¾.
1. C has a maximal equation s¾ ’ t¾ in its succedent, with s¾ ´ t¾: note that
s¾ 6=ACt¾, since if C consists only of the equation s¾ ’ t¾ then s¾ =AC t¾ would follow
from AC`C plus instances of AC that are AC-equal to C, which are shown to be true in IS
by the flrst part of this proof; otherwise in fact s¾ =AC`C t¾, which, since IS j= AC`C ,
would contradict IS 6j= C.
Since IS 6j= C, the instance C has not generated the rule s¾ ) t¾. This must be
because conditions 1(b) or 1(c) of Deflnition 4.5 do not hold:
1.1 If condition 1(b) does not hold then D must be ¡ ! ¢; s0 ’ t0; s ’ t, with
s¾ =AC s0¾ and IC j= t¾ ’ t0¾. But then the following inference by factoring can be
made:
¡! ¢; s0 ’ t0; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡; t0 ’ t! ¢; s ’ t[[T ^OC ^ s = s0 ]] :
Its conclusion D1 has a ground instance D1¾ of the form ¡¾; t0¾ ’ t¾ ! ¢¾; s¾ ’ t¾
which is not satisfled by IS , is smaller than C, and variable irreducible (as C is) wrt RS .
Since S is saturated, the inference … is redundant in S wrt RS . Therefore there exist
clauses D0i in IrRS (S)
`C such that RS[AC`C[fD01; : : : ; D0mg j= D1¾. The fact that D1¾
is not satisfled by IS implies that at least one of the D0i is not satisfled in IS either, which
contradicts the minimality of C.
1.2 If condition 1(c) does not hold then let s¾ ’ t¾ be a strictly maximal equation in
D¾ (note that if s¾ ’ t¾ is only maximal then we are in the previous case) s.t. some u
with s¾ =AC u is reducible by RC with a rule generated by an instance C 0 smaller than C.
Let this rule be the one that reduces u at a position p with top(ujp) = f (for some AC
or non-AC-symbol f) where p is innermost in the following sense: no other rule reduces u
in a position p0 below maxpos(u; p) with top(ujp0) 6= f . Note that such a rule always
exists. Now there are two main subcases 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, depending on whether the rule
has been generated by an extended instance or by a non-extended instance.
1.2.1 Let C 0 be a non-extended instance D0¾ of some clause D0[[T 0 ]] (we can use the
same ¾ since D and D0 do not share variables) with D0 of the form ¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0,
where the rule is u0 ) t0¾ for some u0 with s0¾ =AC u0 = ujp.
1.2.1.1 If maxpos(u; p) = p then u0 =AC s¾jp0 for the corresponding maximal posi-
tion p0 in s¾ and therefore s0¾ =AC s¾jp0 . Then s¾jp0 cannot be below a variable, as
D¾ is variable irreducible wrt RS : if s were in stvars(D;¾), then it would be irreducible
wrt rules smaller than s¾ ’ t¾, which is not the case; Case 3 of Deflnition 4.3 does not
apply either, since maxpos(s¾; p0) = p0 and variables in Xf for some AC-symbol f always
appear below an f . Then the inference by strict superposition right
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; s[t0]p0 ’ t[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp0 = s0 ]]
can be made, and, since all the conditions for its application hold, its conclusion D1 has
a ground instance D1¾ of the form ¡0¾;¡¾ ! ¢0¾;¢¾; s¾[t0¾]p0 ’ t¾ that is not satisfled
by IS , is smaller than C, and (as above) variable irreducible wrt RS . Since S is saturated,
as before, a contradiction is obtained.
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1.2.1.2 If p1 = maxpos(u; p) 6= p then ujp1 =AC s¾jp0 for the corresponding maximal
position p0 in s¾ and ujp1 =AC f(u0; v) =AC f(s0¾; v) for some v, and therefore s¾jp0 =AC
f(s0¾; v). Then s¾jp0 cannot be below a variable, as before, since again maxpos(s¾; p0) =
p0. Then the inference by AC-strict superposition right
¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0[[T 0 ]] ¡! ¢; s ’ t[[T ]]
¡0;¡! ¢0;¢; s[f(t0; x)]p0 ’ t[[T 0 ^ T ^OC ^ sjp0 = f(s0; x) ]]
can be made, and, since all the conditions for its application hold, its conclusion has a
ground instance with ¾ of the form ¡0¾;¡¾ ! ¢0¾;¢¾; s¾[f(t0¾; v)]p0 ’ t¾ that is not
satisfled by IS , is smaller than C, and variable irreducible wrt RS (as above, and taking
into account that all subterms u of s¾jp0 with top(u) 6= f are irreducible. wrt RS , since
we have considered an innermost reduction in this sense). This again contradicts the
minimality of C.
1.2.2 The other subcase is that u is reducible by RC with a rule generated by an
extended instance C 0 smaller than C. Let C 0 be an extended instance of some clause
D0[[T 0 ]] of the form ¡0 ! ¢0; s0 ’ t0, where top(s0¾) is the AC-symbol f and the rule is
u0 ) f(t0¾; v) for some u0 with u0 =AC f(s0¾; v) and ujp = u0.
Let p1 be maxpos(u; p). Then ujp1 =AC s¾jp0 for the corresponding position p0 in s¾
and ujp1 =AC f(u0; v0) =AC f(s0¾; v0) for some v0, which is v if p1 = p, and f(v; v00)
otherwise, for some v00. Therefore s¾jp0 =AC f(s0¾; v0) for some p0 and v0. Then s¾jp0
cannot be below a variable, as before, since again maxpos(s¾; p0) = p0, another inference
by AC-strict superposition right can be made, whose conclusion, as above, has an instance
that contradicts the minimality of C.
2. C has a maximal equation in its antecedent whose members are AC-equal, i.e. D
is ¡; s ’ t! ¢, and s¾ =AC t¾. Then the following inference by equality resolution can
be made:
¡; s ’ t! ¢[[T ]]
¡! ¢[[T ^OC ^ s = t ]] :
Its conclusion has a ground instance smaller than C of the form ¡¾ ! ¢¾ which is not
satisfled by IS , is smaller than C, and variable irreducible wrt RS , which contradicts the
minimality of C.
3. D¾ is ¡¾; s¾ ’ t¾ ! ¢¾, with a maximal equation s¾ ’ t¾, and s¾ ´ t¾.
Since IS 6j= C, we have IS j= s¾ ’ t¾, and by Lemma 4.8 s¾ must be reducible by RC
(with a rule generated by an instance C 0 smaller than C).
Let this rule be the one that reduces s¾ in an innermost position p with top(s¾jp) = f as
in Case 1.2: no other rule reduces s¾ in a position p0 below maxpos(s¾; p) with top(ujp0) 6=
f . Now a contradiction is obtained exactly as it is done in Case 1.2, but always inferences
by (AC-)superposition left are considered instead of (AC-)superposition right. 2
Definition 4.14. Let R be a set of ground rewrite rules. A set of constrained clauses S
is pure wrt R if R [ IrR(S) [AC j= S.
Theorem 4.15. Let S be a saturated set of constrained clauses that is pure wrt RS.
Then either the empty clause is in S or else IS j= S [AC, i.e. S is AC-consistent.
Proof. If the empty clause is not in S, then IS j= IrRS (S) [ AC by Lemma 4.13.
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Moreover, by construction, IS j= RS . Therefore, IS j= RS [ IrRS (S)[AC, which, since S
is pure wrt RS , implies IS j= S [AC. 2
Now, since we have the previous result for saturated sets, our aim will be to compute
such sets, by means of theorem proving derivations . The following deflnition of such
derivations is still parameterized by R, so from the deflnition it is not clear how to
compute derivations if R is not known, because e.g. the redundancy of clauses depends
on R. Later on this becomes clear, and su–cient conditions for redundancy will be given.
Definition 4.16. Let R be a ground rewrite system.
1. A theorem proving derivation wrt R is a sequence of sets of constrained clauses
S0; S1; : : :, where each Si+1 is obtained from Si by adding a logical consequence of
Si [AC or by removing a clause C[[T ]] that is redundant wrt R in Si n fC[[T ]]g.
2. The set S1 of persistent clauses in S0; S1; : : : is deflned as [j(\k‚jSk).
3. A theorem proving derivation wrt R is fair if every inference by BOAC with per-
sisting premises is redundant wrt R in some Sj.
Lemma 4.17. Let S0; S1; : : : be a theorem proving derivation wrt some R and let … be an
inference. If … is redundant (wrt R) in some Sj then … is redundant wrt R in S1, for
j ‚ 0.
Proof. We will prove something more general, namely if … is redundant in [j‚0Sj
then … is redundant in S1. Let fC1; : : : ; Cng be the smallest multiset of ground instances
in IrR([j‚0Sj) s.t. there is an inference … with conclusion D and maximal premise C
which is not redundant in S1 but R [ AC`C [ fC1; : : : ; Cng j= D and C ´ Ci for
i : 1; : : : ; n (i.e. it is redundant in [j‚0Sj using fC1; : : : ; Cng). Note that no Ci can
be an instance of an AC axiom due to minimality of the multiset. Then there must be
some Ci which is a non-persistent instance, i.e. for some k, Ci is an instance of a clause C 0
in Sk but not of any clause in Sk+1 and hence C 0 is redundant in Sk n fC 0g. Therefore,
R [ IrR(Sk)`Ci [AC`Ci j= Ci, which contradicts the minimality of fC1; : : : ; Cng. 2
Lemma 4.18. Let S0; S1; : : : be a theorem proving derivation wrt some R s.t. S0 is pure
wrt R. Then (i) R [ IrR(S1) [AC j= S0 and (ii) S1 is pure wrt R.
Proof.
(i) We flrst prove R [ IrR(S1) [AC j= IrR(S0), by showing something more general,
namely R [ IrR(S1) [ AC j= IrR(Sk) for all k. Let C be the smallest counter
example, i.e. C is the minimal clause of all IrR(Sk) such that R[IrR(S1)[AC 6j= C.
Then C is not an instance of any clause in S1, so there is some j such that C is
an instance of some clause in Sj but not of any clause in Sj+1. As in the previous
lemma, this means R[IrR(Sj+1)`C[AC`C j= C, which contradicts the minimality
of C.
Now by purity of S0 (i.e. R [ IrR(S0) [ AC j= S0), R [ IrR(S1) [ AC j= IrR(S0)
implies R [ IrR(S1) [AC j= S0.
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(ii) By deflnition of theorem proving derivation (only consequences are added) we have
S0 [ AC j= Sj for j ‚ 0. Hence S0 [ AC j= ([j‚0Sj) ¶ S1. Therefore, by (i)
R [ IrR(S1) [AC j= S1.
2
If we instantiate R by the set RS1 for some derivation S0; S1; : : :, then we get the
following theorem. Again, note that RS1 is not known in advance, and that therefore in
practice su–cient conditions for purity and redundancy have to be used.
Theorem 4.19. If S0; S1; : : : is a fair theorem proving derivation wrt RS1 and S0 is
pure wrt RS1 , then (i) S1 is saturated, and (ii) either the empty clause is in some Sj
(hence S0 is inconsistent) or else IS1 j= Sj [AC for j ‚ 0 (hence S0 is consistent) and
IS1 j= S1 [AC.
Proof.
(i) By fairness of the derivation, we have that for every inference … with premises in
S1 there is some Sj s.t. … is redundant wrt RS1 in Sj . But, by Lemma 4.17, … is
also redundant wrt RS1 in S1.
(ii) by Lemma 4.13 (applied to S1 and RS1) and (i), we have that either the empty
clause is in S1 or else IS1 j= IrRS1(S1) [ AC. If the empty clause is in S1
then it is also in some Sj (and by soundness of the derivation the empty clause is
consequence of S0). Otherwise, by Lemma 4.18 (applied to RS1), we have RS1 [
IrRS1(S1) [AC j= S0, and hence, as IS1 j= RS1 , it follows that IS1 j= S0 [AC
(which proves the consistency of S0). Furthermore, as by soundness of the derivation
S0 [AC j= Sj for j ‚ 0 and S0 [AC j= S1, we have IS1 j= Sj [AC for j ‚ 0 and
IS1 j= S1 [AC.
2
Recall that C[[T ]] is the empty constrained clause if C is empty and T is satisflable,
and that our inference rules are sound also if no ordering constraints are added, but that
the AC-equality constraints are essential for soundness. Therefore we only have to decide
the satisflability of the AC-equality part of T to know whether C[[T ]] implies the incon-
sistency of S0 or not. In .Comon et al. (1995) the satisflability of AC-RPO constraints is
proved decidable, but a decision procedure is not crucial here. One only needs su–ciently
powerful methods for detecting as many unsatisflable ordering constraints as possible,
which can also be done by e.g. directly applying the AC-RPO ordering on terms with
variables.
Example 4.20. If f is an AC symbol and e.g. a ´ c ´ d then the set
1. ! f(a; b) ’ c
2. ! f(f(a; a); f(b; b)) ’ d
3. f(c; c) ’ d!
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is inconsistenty. Now an AC-strict superposition right inference by 1 on 2 with conclu-
sion 4: ! f(c; x) ’ d[[x = f(a; b) ]] can be made (like normal superposition on the
topmost f with a so-called extension f(f(a; b); x) ’ f(c; x)). This seems insu–cient
to obtain a refutation: an inference with 1 seems to be needed below x in 4. But this
can also be done by another AC-inference on 4 with 1 on the maximal f , producing
5: ! f(c; y) ’ d[[x = f(a; b)^ y = c ]]. This is why def. 4:3{3: considers in clause 4 the
variable x instantiated with f(a; b) to be variable irreducible (our results imply that block-
ing, i.e. forbidding inferences with reducible uniflers, is complete for AC ifi \reducible"
is replaced by \variable reducible"). Finally, 5 produces the empty clause with 3.
Example 4.21. The clause ! f(x; 0) ’ x would usually be considered self-extending,
i.e. no AC-superposition with this clause would be needed. But this is incompatible with
basicness: f(0; f(0; 0)) ’ 0! cannot be refuted by basic superposition on maximal posi-
tions .(Wertz, 1992), since only x ’ 0! [[x = f(0; 0) ]] could be obtained.
By our basic AC-superposition rule, one gets f(y; x) ’ 0! [[x = 0^ y = 0 ]], and then
z ’ 0 ! [[x = 0 ^ y = 0 ^ z = 0 ]], and flnally, by equality resolution, the empty clause
! [[x = 0 ^ y = 0 ^ z = 0 ]].
4.1. towards more practical simplification and deletion methods
It is not always obvious to decide, in a practical theorem prover, which concrete sim-
pliflcation and deletion techniques to apply, and how to prove their correctness wrt the
abstract redudancy notions of Deflnition 4.11. An important fact that has to be taken
into account in this context is that in this work our main aim was the (theoretical)
completeness result of completely avoiding the computation of AC-uniflers. For most
practical purposes one would probably choose a reasonable trade-ofi between this and
the need of simpliflcation methods that may require in some cases to instantiate clauses
with the uniflers of the constraint part (see below). For example, one might do so for
some particular unit clauses that presumably will be useful for many demodulation steps.
In this section we provide some less abstract su–cient conditions for checking whether
a practical method for detecting redundant clauses or inferences flts into our abstract
notions. A more detailed development of such practical methods is a non-trivial tedious
task that we feel is beyond the scope of this paper and would require, in combination
with results of practical experiments, a deep study on its own. The interested reader can
flnd more details on this subject in .Vigneron (1994), whose practical methods indeed flt
into our abstract ones, and in .Bachmair et al. (1995) for the non-AC case.
Definition 4.22. A variable x is not lower bounded by a constraint T if T¾ · true
implies T¾0 · true, for every pair of ground substitutions ¾ and ¾0, s.t. x¾ ´ x¾0 and
y¾0 = y¾ for every other variable y in the domain of ¾.
Lemma 4.23. Let S be a set of constrained clauses. A clause C[[T ]] is redundant in S
wrt any rewrite system R such thatz !Rµ´ if for every ground instance C¾ of it, there
y This example is adapted from .Bachmair and Dershowitz (1989). We thank Leo Bachmair for pointing
this example to us and for his comments.
z In particular this is the case for RS1 , which is what is needed in practice.
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exist ground instances Di¾i in S„C¾ of clauses Di[[Ti ]], such that fD1¾1; : : : ; Dn¾ng [
AC„C¾ j= C¾ and for every variable x in each Di:
1. x is not lower bounded by Ti, or else
2. there is a variable y 2 Vars(C) s.t. x¾i = y¾, with y =2 stvars(C; ¾) and there is no
AC-symbol f such that y only occurs in C immediately below f .
Proof. We have to prove that R [ IrR(S)„C¾ [AC„C¾ j= C¾ for every set of rules R
s.t. !R µ ´ and C¾ 2 IrR(C[[T ]]).
We know that S„C [ AC„C j= C¾ for all ground instances C¾ of C, so in particular
for all R we have R[S„C [AC„C j= C¾ if C¾ is an irreducible instance of C. It remains
to be shown that there are indeed instances in IrR(S)„C¾ that can be used, in case of
any of the Di¾i is not in IrR(S)„C¾.
Now let ¾0i be the ground substitution s.t. x¾
0
i is the normal form of x¾ wrt R if x
is not lower bounded by Ti and x¾0i = x¾i, otherwise. Since Ti¾i · true, Ti¾0i must
also be true. By the restriction imposed on R we also have Di¾i ” Di¾0i and obviously
R [Di¾0i j= Di¾i, which implies R [ fD1¾01; : : : ; Dn¾0ng [AC„C¾ j= C¾.
Now, to prove that theseDi¾0i can indeed be used, i.e. they are in IrR(S), we distinguish
two cases on the variables x in Di: (i) if x is not bounded by Ti then x¾0i is in normal
form wrt R and, (ii) if x is bounded by Ti then x¾0i = y¾ (where y is a variable of C s.t.
y =2 stvars(C; ¾) and there is no AC-symbol f such that y only occurs in C immediately
below f), which, by deflnition, since C¾ is irreducible, must be irreducible by R. Then,
since x¾0i is irreducible by R for every x in Vars(Di), obviously Di¾0i is variable irreducible
by R. 2
Note that for the \classical" saturation methods without constraint inheritance, the
previous lemma shows that the usual redundancy notions are correct, since the flrst
condition is then always true, i.e. a clause C is redundant in S if S„C¾ j= C¾ for every
ground ¾. This means that our framework can deal uniformly with constrained and
unconstrained clauses, obtaining exactly the known results for the unconstrained case.
In fact, this modifled concept of redundant clause (in previous work, S`C¾ j= C¾ was
required) allows us to include practical redundancy methods like subsumption without
the need of combining the underlying orderings with special subsumption orderings.
In the constraint case, if both conditions of the previous lemma on the variables fail
for some constraint Ti of a clause Di, and we still want to carry out the redundancy
proof, then we can always weaken Ti to fulfll the conditions: we can eliminate the part
of the constraint that establishes the lower bounds in Ti. Note that it is sound to do this
only if we propagate the information of the removed literals in the equality constraint
part and we have started with an initial set of clauses without ordering constraints. On
the other hand, weakening constraints may increase the number of inferences. Therefore
there is sometimes a trade-ofi between the possibility of carrying out redundancy proofs
and restrictedness of the constraints.
A similar lemma holds for the redundancy of inferences:
Lemma 4.24. Let S be a set of constrained clauses and let … be an inference (by BOAC)
with conclusion C[[T ]]. The inference … is redundant in S wrt any rewrite system R if
for every ground instance …¾ with maximal premise D, there are ground instances Di¾i
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in S`D of clauses Di[[Ti ]], such that fD1¾1; : : : ; Dm¾mg [ AC`D j= C¾ and for all
i = 1; : : : ;m and variable x in Di:
1. x is not lower bounded by Ti, or else
2. there is a variable y 2 Vars(C) s.t. x¾i = y¾, with y =2 stvars(C; ¾) and y =2 Xf for
all AC-symbols f .
These lemmas provide the conditions that have to be fulfllled by any practical method
we want to use in this framework for proving that during the theorem proving process
a certain clause can be deleted (e.g. because it is a tautology, or because it is subsumed
by another one) or replaced by a simpler one (by demodulation or other simpliflcation
techniques). Compare with .Nieuwenhuis and Rubio (1995) for counter-examples to the
completeness in the non-AC case of simpliflcation methods that do not fulfll these con-
ditions.
We do not discuss here which adapted versions for subsumption, simpliflcation, etc.
fall into the conditions of the previous lemma. This lemma seems powerful enough for
this purpose: we are not aware of any existing correct and complete practical method
that cannot be reformulated to follow from it. Let us only remind the reader that it
is also possible to weaken [see above, and also .Nieuwenhuis and Rubio (1995)] parts of
the constraints of the clauses used in redundancy proofs (which may require computing
AC-unifers) to make conditions 1 and 2 of the previous lemma hold.
Finally, let us give a su–cient condition for a constrained clause to have all its ground
instances variable reducible wrt RS1 , which, according to our redundancy notions, im-
plies that this clause is not needed for computing inferences.
Lemma 4.25. Let S0; S1; : : : be a theorem proving derivation wrt S1, with C[[T ]] 2 Sj.
If for all solutions ¾ of T , there is some variable x in T such that x =2 Xf for all
AC-symbols f , x =2 stvars(C; ¾) and Sj j= x¾ ’ s for some ground term s with x¾ ´ s
then IrRS1(C[[T ]]) = ;.
Proof. If Sj j= x¾ ’ s then S1 j= x¾ ’ s for all solutions ¾ of T . Since IS1 j= S1,
we have IS1 j= x¾ ’ s, and by Lemma 4.8, since x¾ ´ s, there must be a rule in RS1
reducing x¾. Finally as x =2 Xf and x =2 stvars(C; ¾), it holds that C¾ will be variable
reducible (wrt RS1) for all ground substitutions ¾ solution of T . 2
In the following example a simple application of this lemma is described.
Example 4.26. Suppose that in some set Sj of the derivation there is a clause like
! P (x); Q(x; y)[[x = f(a) ]] with predicates P and Q, and Sj j= f(a) ’ a. Now from
the previous lemma we can conclude that ! P (x); Q(x; y)[[x = f(a) ]] has no irreducible
(wrt RS1) instances and therefore, that it is redundant and can be removed without losing
completeness.
5. Saturated Sets and Knuth{Bendix Completion
Suppose S is a flnite saturated set without the empty clause, obtained from an initial set
without constraints (in the following, such a set will be simply called saturated). Since
IS j= S, obtaining such an S proves the consistency of the theory (one can normally
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only prove inconsistencies), and on the other hand it is an e–cient tool for theorem
proving in this theory, since no inferences have to be computed between clauses of S. In
fact, in some cases, depending on the syntactic properties of S, decision procedures for
the theory are obtained. This is the case e.g. for saturated sets of equations E, which
are convergent for both rewriting modulo AC, denoted !E=AC, and for extended AC-
rewriting denoted !EnAC. Let l¾ ’ r¾ be an instance of an equation of E with l¾ ´ r¾.
Then s !E=AC u[r¾] if s =AC u[l¾]. Furthermore, extended AC-rewriting is deflned as
s[u]!EnAC s[r¾] if u =AC l¾ and s[u]!EnAC s[f(r; x)¾] if u =AC f(l; x)¾.
Theorem 5.1. Let E be a saturated set of constrained equations. For all terms s and t
E [AC j= s ’ t ifi s !⁄E=AC – $⁄AC – ˆ⁄E=AC t ifi s !⁄EnAC – $⁄AC – ˆ⁄EnAC t :
Proof. We prove that every ground term u (possibly with new Skolem constants to
which our ordering ´ can be extended) can be rewritten into some minimal (wrt ´)
representative of its (E [ AC)-congruence class (note that all minimal representatives
of the same class are AC-equal since ´ is total). Then the theorem holds since E j=
s ’ t ifi the Skolemized versions of s and t have the same minimal (up to AC-equality)
representative. We proceed by induction wrt ´, i.e. it su–ces to prove the reducibility
wrt !E=AC and !EnAC of non-minimal s.
Let v be such a minimal representative of the congruence class of u. If u ´ v, the only
inference rules that can be applied in a refutation of u ’ v ! are (AC and non-AC) strict
superposition left steps on u with some equation l ’ r[[T ]] of E. Then the conclusion is
a clause C of the form u[r]p ’ v ! [[T ^u ´ v^ l ´ r^ujp = l ]] (in the case of a non-AC
step) or u[f(r; x)]p ’ v ! [[T ^ u ´ v ^ l ´ r ^ ujp = f(l; x) ]] (in an AC step). Such a
step must exist, since E [AC j= u ’ v, and a ground instance C¾ must exist such that
the constraint is true, which implies that l¾ ´ r¾. But then u is reducible by extended
AC-rewriting, as ujp =AC l¾ or ujp =AC f(l; x)¾ for some p and similarly, for rewriting
modulo AC, we have u =AC c[l¾] for some context c. 2
Let us remark that if r has no \extra variables" (variables that are not in l), then
AC-matching provides such a ground ¾ and we can check whether ¾ fulflls the equality
constraint part T 0 of T (the ordering part can be ignored). Otherwise, it su–ces to
instantiate the extra variables with the adequate most general unifler of T 0, and the
remaining variables with the smallest constant (this provides a smaller ground term of
the same (E [ AC)-congruence class ifi such a term exists). The mgu’s can also be
computed once and for all for E before rewriting (for this particular purpose, computing
AC-uniflers may even be unnecessary, but this has to be studied in detail).
A similar decision result (by refutation or by conditional rewriting) holds for ground
queries S[AC j= s1 ’ t1^ : : :^sn ’ tn if S contains only Horn clauses ¡! [[T ]] (which
need not be used) and Horn clauses ¡! s ’ t[[T ]] where for each mgu µ of the equality
part of T and for all ground instances with µ¾ the positive equation sµ¾ ’ tµ¾ is strictly
maximal and if sµ¾ ´ tµ¾ then Vars(sµ) ¶ Vars(¡µ).
6. Conclusions and Further Work
Symbolic constraints turn out to be especially useful in the context of built-in equa-
tional theories E [apart from the reduced search space due to the inherited ordering and
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uniflcation restrictions of the inferences, cf. .Nieuwenhuis and Rubio (1995)]. In every
inference, instead of producing as many conclusions as minimal E-uniflers of two terms s
and t, one single conclusion is generated with an additional E-uniflcation problem s = t
kept in its constraint.
In the AC-case developed here (AC is the most extensively studied built-in theory),
the computation of the (doubly exponentially many) AC-uniflers can thus be completely
avoided. For dealing with the AC properties, a new simpler proof technique has been
deflned, which also covers uniformly, and improves upon, the existing results for rewriting
and Knuth{Bendix completion modulo AC.
It would be interesting to develop similar techniques for other \well-behaved" equa-
tional theories, where the strongest requirement for being well-behaved seems to be the
existence of an E-compatible total simpliflcation ordering, rather than the flniteness of
minimal complete sets of E-uniflers. Note that the latter property is not required any
more with the ideas developed in this paper, provided that an adequate inference system
and an ordering can be found, and similar completeness methods can be applied. These
ideas have been developed in .Rubio (1995) for the case where the equational theory
consists of a set of associativity (A) axioms for a subset of the function symbols; indeed
A-uniflcation is inflnitary.
In fact, even the decidability of the E-uniflcation problem is not essential any more;
when an empty clause with a constraint T is generated, one can semi-decide the satisfl-
ability of T by an independent prover in parallel with the theorem proving procedure.
As another conclusion of this work, it seems that research on AC-, and in general
E-uniflcation should focus more on e–ciently attacking the decision problem, rather than
on computing complete sets of uniflers. The development of e–cient (possibly incomplete)
tests for E-uniflability should also take into account the need of incremental algorithms
in this context: as in constraint logic programming, when adding new restrictions to an
existing constraint T , one should be able to re-use the work done for T .
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